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Philip Bobbitt is the Herbert Wechsler Professor of Jurisprudence, and Director
of the Center for National Security at Columbia University, New York. He is also
Senior Fellow at the Robert S Strauss Center for International Security and Law
at the University of Texas. He served as Associate Counsel to President Carter,
Counselor on International Law at President Bush’s State Department, and
Senior Director for Strategic Planning at President Clinton’s National Security
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held named chairs at the University of Texas and Harvard. His books – including,
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Douglas W Bryant (1913–1994) was educated at Stanford, Munich and the
University of Michigan. Following service as a US naval officer in World War II,
he served as Associate Librarian of the University of California at Berkeley. He
was recruited into the US Foreign Service to manage the American libraries in
Britain and arrived in London in 1950. In 1952 he began a long career at Harvard
University during which he maintained an association with the British Library. 
In 1964 he became University Librarian of Harvard and, in 1972, Director of the
University Library, a post he held until his retirement in 1979 when he helped
found the American Trust for the British Library. This was established to augment
American materials in the British Library’s collections. He served as a Trustee and
Executive Director of the Trust between 1979 and 1990 and as its President
between 1990 and 1994. In recognition of his work and support for the British
Library, the Eccles Centre annual lecture was named in his honour in 1995.
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WHY MEN HATE TO TALK ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS:
THE US, THE UK AND THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE

Ladies and gentlemen, I’m especially pleased to be asked to present a lecture
in honor of Douglas Bryant, a former Librarian at Harvard and President of
the American Trust for the British Library. My parents met in a library – the
Library of Congress – when my Father was working his way through college
during the Depression and my Mother was studying what was then called
‘Library Science.’ Awkwardly, he soon discovered that she was already
engaged to another man. So my Father used his time in the cataloguing
section to woo her away by passing her indexing cards on which he pressed
his claims. As a result, I have always had a certain affection for libraries.  

He didn’t discuss his campaign much with me; like most men he hated talking
about relationships. I have been rash enough to take the subject of one particular
relationship for my topic tonight which therefore takes a little explaining.

Since 1981 when I came to work in London as a Fellow at the National
Institute for Strategic Studies, I have lived all or much of each year among
Britons. The only exceptions in these 30 years have been the six years I 
spent in Washington where a surprising number of British reside: Christopher
Hitchens and other influential expatriate journalists; Peter Westmacott, David
Manning and a string of very gifted diplomats; General Sir Charles Vyvyan
and a good many impressive military and intelligence figures.  

My life among the men and women born in this island kingdom has been
characterized by English tolerance, Scots brio and London elegance, though I am
myself rather impatient by nature, diffident, and better characterized as ‘shabby
genteel’ than elegant. I would not have stayed so long here had I not loved what
I found, even though it was in America that I first found out what I loved.  

This binary relationship between these two countries – a collection of ordered
pairs of traits that distinguishes each society’s practices has long fascinated
me. I say ‘hospitable’ and you say ‘hospitable.’ I say ‘formidable’ and you 
say ‘formidable.’ You say ‘petrol’; I say ‘gas’. We both say football and think
we’re talking about the same thing. Oscar Wilde got it partly right when he
said, ‘We have almost everything in common with America now, except, of
course, the language.’  
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Tonight I want to discuss a few such pairs of traits that with others compose
the diplomatic and strategic relationship that Churchill immortalized as
‘special’ in his Fulton Missouri address in 1946.

That relationship began, however, much earlier with a summons on August
16, 1823 to Richard Rush, the US ambassador to the Court of St. James. This
note requested that Rush come at once to an urgent meeting with George
Canning, the British foreign secretary. They met against the backdrop of
breaking events on the Continent. Spanish revolutionaries had arrested King
Ferdinand VI and proclaimed a constitutional monarchy. This followed
uprisings in Latin America that had deprived Spain of her American colonies
and established new republics. Now in response to events in Spain, the three
reactionary members of the Holy Alliance – Russia, Prussia, Austria –  sought
to persuade France to invade Spain in order to rescue Ferdinand and restore
the monarchy. If this happened, President James Monroe believed, Spain
would then attempt to regain her lost colonies, requiring the US either to
abandon its support of these fledgling republics or to intervene militarily on
their behalf. At this fateful meeting, Rush probed British intentions but was
taken aback when Canning unexpectedly asked what the US government –
and I quote from the Dispatch – ‘would say to going hand in hand with us, 
in the same sentiment.’ No wonder Rush was taken by surprise. The US had
less than half the merchant tonnage of Britain and the American navy had
1/16 as many guns. Scarcely eight years before, Britain had occupied New
York and burned Washington. Nevertheless this was the inception of the
Monroe Doctrine. It was not approved by Congress. It was not an American
idea and it was not enforceable by American might alone. Yet it had the effect
of chilling the ambitions of European states to reverse the trend towards
republicanism in the American hemisphere.  

This was the real beginning of the special strategic and diplomatic relationship.
Its most significant trial came less than 50 years later when the US constitutional
structure collapsed into civil war. On one side were southern cavaliers linked by
marriage and family to the English gentry and by trade to cotton merchants in the
Midlands. On the other side, were northern bankers and industrialists who wanted
protectionist trade policies with England, and there were abolitionists seeking an
end to slavery, a cause which Britain had championed.  
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There are few moments of diplomacy more cynical and disheartening than
when Salisbury wrote that he wished the American Civil War would continue
indefinitely, bleeding both sides white so that an imperial competitor to the
British empire would not arise for a half century. This was perhaps the worst
instance of that mixture of envy and condescension that the American state
occasionally has excited in British opinion and it had no basis in reality. In fact,
as Bill Emmott has pointed out, the most important fact of all in the expansion
of the British Empire after Waterloo was that its former colony in America
exhibited no desire to rival Britain around the globe.  

Indeed within 50 years Col. House was maneuvering President Wilson to
intervene on behalf of Britain, who with her ally France, was, in fact, being bled
white in the First World War. The statesmen of this period – Sir Edward Gray,
Arthur Balfour, Theodore Roosevelt, and House himself – spoke as unguardedly
of an Anglo-Saxon alliance as would have confirmed Charles De Gaulle’s worst
nightmares. 

Despite the backlash in the United States against the First World War, the
reaction by those who felt that America had been duped into a fight whose
outcome was a matter of indifference to our strategic interests; despite 
a clumsy withdrawal from participation in the League of Nations by the 
US; despite a counterproductive insistence on the rapid repayment by the
Coolidge administration of war debts; despite all this, the American political
and military leadership, if not American public opinion, was deeply shaken 
by the fall of France in 1940. The spectacle of an isolated island seemed to 
so many a kind of vulnerable lighthouse which an irresistible tidal wave of
fascism would overwhelm. Although British opinion to this day faults the US
for its delay in coming to the aid of our ally in the Second World War, it was
only the adroit political maneuvering of President Roosevelt that made this
intervention possible, so bitter were the memories of the preceding war and
its fruitless aftermath. Indeed one might say that it was the defeat of France
in 1940 that created the most recent incarnation of the special relationship
between the US and the UK. Since then, it has been American preeminence
rather than procrastination that sowed the seeds of mutual disenchantment
that have threatened this relationship in the ensuing half century.
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Writing in Encounter magazine in 1955, Edward Simpson described the
realignment of British intellectuals and British nationalism of which a reaction
against America was an important component.  

From a harmless, amiable, good-natured, powerful, ridiculous, loyal
ally – a sort of loutish and helpful nephew, it suddenly seemed to
develop into a huge challenging empire – willful, disregarding Britain,
criticizing Britain, lording it over Britain and claiming to lord it over
everyone – everywhere. 

British patriotism in this atmosphere was nurtured by anti-Americanism. This
was the source, by the way, of Donald McLean’s treachery in the 1950s and
not any sympathy for Communism. And a similar irritability with its ally was
emerging in the US. While Britain lamented its decline and blamed it on its
suffering in World War II, it was defeated Germany, who surely suffered 
more, whose dramatic economic recovery impressed Americans. While Berlin
rallied itself as an embattled outpost in the Cold War, many voices in Britain
disgusted Americans by wanting to sail the island safely away from any
superpower conflict.  

Now another 50 years have passed. Where are we? What is the current status
of the relationship? Have the war in Iraq and the wars on terror affected the
relationship to its detriment? How is this essentially strategic and diplomatic
relationship refracted through the attitudes and predispositions of these two
societies?  

On the British side, the phrase ‘special relationship’ tends to distress more
than reassure listeners. The British are disenchanted with the Alliance and 
not only over recent events. Rather like partners in a bad marriage, they seem
to have never forgotten any slight. At the same time, they are concerned –
almost neurotically so – that the very partner they dislike will abandon them.
This sort of passive-aggression is evident in many instances. A blogger for 
The Telegraph writes, ‘as special relationships go, it seems a rather one-sided
affair. We contribute lives to their battles, we run to visit their politicians, we
lap up their trashy culture. They led Britain into two pointless, open-ended
wars and the entire world into a major recession.’  

4 DOUGLAS W. BRYANT LECTURE AT THE BRITISH LIBRARY 29 MARCH 2011
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And it doesn’t stop there. The British will often remind one that the US allowed
the IRA to collect funds from Irish Americans who paid for the bombing and
murder of British citizens but forget how crucial the Clinton Administration was
to the Downing Street agreement. Most British are proud that Harold Wilson
resisted Lyndon Johnson when he implored him to send forces to Vietnam, but
they have no recollection that Johnson acted to save the pound nevertheless
when it was Wilson who was doing the imploring. They will complain that the
US has negotiated, in their view, an unfair extradition treaty that will require no
more than an administrative hearing to allow the US to prosecute a computer
hacker, but they neglect to mention that no hearing of any kind preceded the
release of the Libyan agent convicted of the Lockerbie atrocity. They complain
about the bad press given BP in America – one commentator referred to
Obama’s use of the word ‘British’ in British Petroleum as ‘racist’ – but  never
reflect on what the British reaction would be if a similar environmental tragedy
by Exxon had occurred in the North Sea. They have not forgotten that the 
US initially tried to mediate the dispute over the Falklands just as they have
apparently completely forgotten that US intelligence and equipment was crucial
to their success in that war. They remember well that the US forced France 
and Britain to abandon their plans to seize the Suez Canal, but they apparently
cannot remember that British officials deliberately misled the Eisenhower
administration on the matter. And they will be happy to remind an American 
that we entered World War II only after a harrowing and lonely defense by
Britain and an unexpected attack by Japan, though I have rarely heard any
European observe that the Roosevelt administration quite courageously gave
priority to the Nazi threat over continuing attacks on our forces in Asia.  

Yet for all this pent-up resentment, the recent WikiLeaks disclosures show a
widespread concern among the British about a weakening special relationship.
According to a leaked cable, they feel that President Obama may not believe
there is anything special about Britain, that Obama’s inaugural address
mentioned the UK only once and that in the context of the British assaulting
George Washington’s troops or indeed that this was one more mention than
the UK got in Obama’s 7000 word essay setting out his foreign policy goals,
which did not mention the UK at all. The Guardian explained to its readers
that when a British leader visits Washington, he must mention the special
relationship but that Americans steer away from referring to ‘the’ special
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relationship and prefer to talk about ‘a’ special relationship. In a somewhat
pettish remark, former British ambassador to the US Christopher Meyer
observed that the only special relationship the US has is with Israel. This
resentfulness is nowhere more obviously manifested than in the British
description of their government as a ‘poodle’ to the Americans. It conveys 
all the pent-up anguish at being demeaned as a faithful, if over-refined, 
parlor companion.  

This locution by the way has a certain history in our language – by no means
fair to the poodle. It was during the Truman administration that John L Lewis,
the union leader, charged that certain employees in the State Department 
were ‘intellectual poodle dogs.’ What is interesting now is that the British 
are not saying this about someone else but about themselves. What is more
interesting is that in the late 1990s, in the crisis over Serbian attacks on
civilians in Kosovo, I listened in on conversations between the President and
the Prime Minister. This isn’t as sinister as it sounds. I was working at the
National Security Council at the time. I think it is well known now that it was
Tony Blair’s insistence that NATO commit itself to the possibility of deploying
ground troops that actually resolved the crisis. Whatever the relationship may
have been between these two friends, the Prime Minister, I can assure you,
was by no means a subservient partner in those historic discussions. Nor was
it the case that Blair supported the US in Iraq out of a sense of needing to
stand ‘shoulder to shoulder’ with the Americans – a phrase he actually used
after 9/11. Rather, it has always been clear to me – and should be clear to
anyone who read the Prime Minister’s Chicago Address – that Blair was at
least as committed to removing Saddam Hussein as either Bill Clinton or
George W Bush. This demeaning of an important and successful leader is 
part of a larger self deception that manifests itself as rueful self deprecation.
At the same time that the British profess to be no different from Denmark,
they never mention that the last twenty years have been the most successful
in the post-War period.  

As late as 1959, Britain had the second largest GDP in the world. By 1970
it had been overtaken by Germany and just matched by France. By 1985
Britain’s GDP per capita had plummeted to less than that of Italy. At the
beginning of 1993, this changed. Until the recession in late 2007, Britain’s
growth in GDP per capita was the only major European state’s to show
unimpeded, straight line progress. It overtook France in 1997, surpassed Italy
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in 1993 and in that same year shot past Germany. Since 1992, British GDP per
capita has increased by more than a third in real terms – more than Germany,
France, or Italy. Per capita income, as a percentage of American income, has
gone from less than 47% in 1985 to well more than 90% twenty years later.
Its poverty rates are lower than Germany and Italy and income inequality is
far less than that of the US.  

According to the National Institute of Economic and Social Research, the
factors of increased openness and foreign direct investment are the most
important components behind this impressive growth. So perhaps it’s worth
reminding both parties that the United States is the largest source of foreign
direct investment in the British economy and that the United Kingdom is the
largest single investor in the US economy. Though it may strike some as
paradoxical, this mutual financial strength is a principal reason why the UK
continues to be the financial center of Europe – a role it would not have if 
it sacrificed either its US relationship or its participation in the European
Union. More importantly, through adroit politics and diplomacy and, yes, 
the understated exploitation of the special relationship, the British have
managed to ally themselves militarily with the world’s greatest military 
power while maintaining a role of influence and leadership in the world’s
largest single economic market.  

If Dean Acheson was right in 1963 when he said, ‘the British have lost an
empire but have yet to find a role’, that is surely no longer the case. Indeed it
is precisely because the Americans look to the British as friendly interlocutors
in Europe, and however much they may resent it, that the Europeans as a
consequence grant the British more stature because of this, that Britain can
play this hugely influential and important role. The fact that the French have
long argued that the UK needs to weaken its ties to the US in order to more
fully participate in European affairs should give the British some skeptical
pause. For, in fact, the opposite is true.  

The UK brings a unique understanding of and set of personal contacts in
America. It is this asset that sets them apart from all other members of the
European Union. This also gives Britain unique influence with the new
members of the Union. Moreover, Britain’s hard-won stature with Americans
is good for the EU itself. As Robin Renwick said in his Bryant lecture here at
the Library, ‘protectionism and isolationism have been described as a recessive
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gene in the American body politic.’ Who can really doubt that if the US had
been left alone to accept the risk of military intervention in the Gulf, we
should today be witnessing an isolationist backlash – an unwillingness to get
involved in far off places. A disproportionate part of the burden of supporting
the US in these crises has fallen upon the UK. That’s a service you have
rendered Europe without getting much credit for it.  

I can think of no example of military cooperation between two states that
exceeds that among the UK and the US. This dates back to the creation of 
the combined Chiefs of Staff in December 1941. It’s worth recalling that
although the majority of the troops that invaded Normandy were American,
Eisenhower accepted a British air marshal as Deputy Commander, a British
admiral as naval commander, another British air marshal as air force
commander, and the talented but difficult British general, Bernard
Montgomery, as commander of ground forces.  

Today, the US and the UK, alone among NATO members, have tried to
rationalize their forces by a tacit acceptance of mutual reliance and, in terms
of expenditures, this has been almost wholly to the benefit of the British. This
is especially true of the UK/US intelligence relationship. Today the UK/US
community is a global intelligence collection system, but this cooperation 
is not limited to electronic surveillance. Following a 2006 plot to attack
transatlantic aircraft, CIA began to assist MI5 by running its own agents in 
the Pakistani community. It is estimated that 40% of CIA activity to prevent
terrorist attacks involves operations inside the UK. One can nevertheless also
see in some quarters a growing reluctance to cooperate with the US. There’s 
a feeling I have often observed that Americans have frogmarched the British
into the line of fire and if the British could somehow detach themselves from
the Americans, they could move out of harm’s way. Perhaps, it is sometimes
said, if the British had not gone into Iraq with the Americans, if they were 
not in Afghanistan now, terrorists would have no cause to strike the UK. This
is not entirely dissimilar to suggestions by some British politicians during the
Cold War that the UK could just tiptoe out of the target zone if she could
separate herself from the reckless Americans. Many British – about 50% in
opinion polls – rejected the deployment of Cruise missiles in the UK, although
the long-range theatre nuclear force was in fact a British initiative. And when
the Soviet SS-20s that targeted Britain were removed, in exchange for the
removal of those missiles, the polls did not reveal that the Americans who
negotiated this were given much credit.  
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If these attitudes, which mingle prudence and fear and naivete, were ever to
dominate British politics, then the special relationship would be very special
indeed because it would be so dangerous it would have to be shunned. If, in
the aftermath of such a shift, there were another terrorist attack against the
US launched from Europe, as I expect, this could well cause an historic rift
between the US and Britain.  

Last year, a 14-member cross-party foreign affairs committee of the House 
of Commons proposed that the phrase ‘special relationship’ be dropped
altogether from British discourse – offering a rationale that suggests a
confluence of the two strands I have described: on the one hand, that the 
UK is believed to be of such declining significance that it’s thought to be of 
no value to its US partner and, on the other, that the US is thought to be so
demanding and so dangerous as to be of no value to the UK. ‘This phrase
serves to raise public expectations about the benefits the relationship can
deliver to the UK,’ Mike Gapes, the Chairman of the Committee, said. ‘It is
likely that the extent of political influence which the UK has exercised on the
US will diminish,’ reflecting the first strand. The Committee itself concluded
that the perception that the British government is subservient to the US is
widespread and deeply damaging to the reputation and interests of the UK.  

These two strands come together in a paper by The Archbishops’ Council
which criticized the government for being ‘too willing to sacrifice British
interests to maintain access to American policymakers.’ That is, British officials,
playing a poor and devalued hand, try to compensate for the UK’s declining
power by coming too close to American folly.  

America has its own neuroses and these too are in evidence in how we think
about the ‘special relationship.’ Of course, America is too vast and too
contradictory to be sorted into a list of predispositions. Dickens called us ‘frank,
brave, cordial, hospitable, and affectionate’ and he said we were also ‘humorless,
distrustful, and that we admired clever but unscrupulous people.’ Alistair Cooke
said that we were subject to money mania: seeking money as a source of power,
we’d abandoned any real standards in public education and the arts and were
going broke, but he praised our vivacity, humor, courage, our belief that things
can be made better – what F Scott Fitzgerald called ‘the heightened sense of the
possibilities of life.’ All of these contradictory traits and far more are true. ‘Do I
contradict myself?’ wrote Walt Whitman. ‘Very well then, I contradict myself. 
I am large. I contain multitudes.’  
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Nevertheless, there are three American traits that I would like to isolate in 
the same way I have dealt with British attitudes towards this relationship: 
1) that we are easily distracted; 2) that we tend to a certain universalism, 
not thinking in terms of national character that come so easily to the British
but which seem to us amusing caricatures; and 3) that we tend to be rather
self-absorbed and are subject to bouts of insularity, protectionism and
isolationism that, paradoxically, tend to make a certain rather out-dated 
image of Britain very attractive to us. 

To be fair, Americans have a lot to be distracted by: the US shoulders burdens
as to which our allies are often free riders. Why does the US supply 60% 
of the funds to the IMF when we have less than 25% of the world’s GDP?
Why did the US organize the resolution on the Asian debt crisis or rescue 
the Mexican peso? Only the US is expected to protect non-NATO countries
like Japan and South Korea, Georgia, Israel and Haiti. So perhaps we can be
excused for not thinking enough about our relationship with Britain when 
we have so many other things to worry about. When a US official does 
say something about this relationship, it’s often the wrong thing. Thus The
Guardian quoted a senior State Department official named Kendall Myers 
as claiming that the whole idea of the special bond was a myth. ‘There’s 
no payback, no sense of reciprocity for the UK in the relationship,’ he
unguardedly announced. Now it is true that Mr. Myers was sent to prison 
for life on espionage charges, a fact The Guardian tactfully omitted, saying
only that he was freed from the usual decorum by the fact that he was
contemplating retirement.  

This idea that the UK is just not getting enough out of its American ally would
surprise most Americans. If it is correct that the UK pays a small fraction 
of the sum for its nuclear weapons than they would if they were constructed
and maintained by Britain, no American complains. If US intelligence collection
is far more useful to the British than the other way around, no Congressional
committee convenes to demand an explanation. Indeed it is the British who
bemoan these facts, alternately asserting that they should be tougher and
more demanding partners or suggesting that perhaps the entire nuclear
relationship should be replaced. While it is commonplace to say that
Americans are not really interested in foreign affairs – and, by the way, 
90% of US Congressmen have passports – a case can be made that we 
are too distracted by the variety and number of requests for our attention.  

10 DOUGLAS W. BRYANT LECTURE AT THE BRITISH LIBRARY 29 MARCH 2011
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Take last Friday when I was writing this lecture. Putting aside the sessions held
on the engagement of American military forces in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
and Libya, White House meetings were convened on brokering the resolution
on the Yemeni Revolt, how to respond to a growing, anti-democracy alliance
between the Egyptian military and the Muslim brotherhood, how to provide
financial support for Egyptian elections, emergency aid to refugees of the
Ivory Coast that have crossed into Liberia, the recall of our ambassador to
Mexico after he suggested a lack of enthusiasm among some Mexican police
for the war on drugs, an intense debate on how to move the Syrian
government towards liberalization, how to react to a provocative statement
from North Koreans suggesting that Libya should have retained its nuclear
capacity, restructuring the Portuguese debt, and, of course, humanitarian
assistance to Japan.  

Well, perhaps you think the world would be better off if the Americans didn’t
try to play a role in all these crises – that overstretch is a concept that applies
to intellectual as well as imperial adventures. Perhaps you would be right. 
But bear in mind that in all these cases – even the Korean statement –
American help was sought by other countries or by liberal elements in those
other countries, not imposed. So if the US is wrong to take the support of 
the British for granted, perhaps part of the reason is that it has so many other
things on its agenda.  

The second quality of America’s attitudes towards Britain is our bland
assumption of a certain moral cohesion between the two societies. In large
part I think this is based on our common Protestant heritage and yet it 
is precisely our respective religiosity in which we have grown far apart.
Churchgoing in Britain today is remarkably low – less than 7% according to 
a 2005 census by Christian researchers. Indeed some wit has suggested that
the definition of a paranoid is ‘an Anglican who thinks there is someone in 
the pew behind him.’ Only 1/3 of Britons describe themselves as religious
persons and in many ways Christianity in Britain has more to do with a certain
architectural and cultural heritage – I think of Larkin’s poem High Windows –
than a conventionally theological one. By contrast, in the US some 270 million
Americans subscribe to a personal God who answers their prayers. But this is
misleading. There is, in fact, a considerable similarity in how Americans and
Britons look at problems of human suffering, the plight of the underdog, the
value of redemption, the need for forgiveness, the importance of doing the
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right thing; and ideas of decency. While the statistics show a Britain more 
like its European neighbors in its religious skepticism, it is still a culture whose
professed religiosity is closer to that of America than France or Germany. 
This sense of moral continuity, in part, explains the devotion Americans 
felt towards Tony Blair and the disillusionment that so many of his British
supporters experienced. In this case I think the Americans have it right.
Whereas they saw a politician who genuinely believed that great powers have
a duty to alleviate the sufferings of oppressed peoples and perceive a strategic
interest in ridding the world of a tyrant with nuclear ambitions – that is, a
politician whose choices were motivated by moral concerns, but whose range
of available choices was dictated by British interests. Many people in the UK
just simply couldn’t take this seriously and they concluded that the only
reason why Blair would support the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq was
because he was trying to curry favor with the US. That is, Britons refused to
admit that the UK has global strategic interests and a very particular incentive
to fight the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and to strengthen
the enforcement of UN Security Council resolutions. In fact, at the same time,
I think they were put off by the evident moral valance of a political leader. 
It’s an irony of diplomatic history that it was Blair who forced a move for a
second UN resolution on Iraq – a move that, when frustrated, cast doubt on
the legality of the entire enterprise just as the Americans had feared. Never
accepting this – never even being willing to understand it – British public
opinion needed a deception to rationalize its own self deception and thus 
we have the enormous lie that Blair lied.  

The counterpart to British passive-aggression is American aggressive passivity,
which is the basis for the American assumption of moral continuity with our
cousins. With a certain unquestioning self-righteousness, we simply assume
you must agree with us. How could you disagree with us? But it isn’t always 
a little off-putting for someone to assume you agree when in fact you are
being made quite uncomfortable?  

Many Americans assume that the American way is not only best for us, but
best for all mankind and that the world is going to get our blessings whether
it wants them or not. This is a more subtle problem than it might appear
because it is often cloaked in ignorance and arrogance. To give one example:
polls consistently show that large majorities of the world’s populations want
democracy and human rights, but one of the reasons they want this is so they
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can elect governments who can more effectively oppose American policies,
including our efforts to bring democracy and human rights to other countries.  

The third salient quality in American attitudes towards the British arises 
from our lost sense of place, the nostalgia felt by an insular personality
confronting a continental home. If envy in the British character has inspired
condescension, in the Americans it has given birth to romance. We don’t
resent the occupants of the stately mansions that Julian Fellowes depicts; 
we fantasize about them. The source of this, I believe, lies in our restlessness
before the vast challenge of our national spaciousness and the perplexing
problems of abundant choice.  

I happen to live on the same street where I grew up, in the same part of Texas
where my forebears settled in the early 1830s. Indeed I live in a house called
‘Oakwell’ built by a Texas jurist, Robert Batts, and named after Okewell Hall in
Yorkshire, the ancestral seat of the Batts family. Judge Batts was a descendant 
of Henry Batts who lost his manor house and his lands in the English civil war
and who fled to Virginia where he bought a plantation on the James River –
right next to the plantation of William Bobbitt, my Grandfather ten times
removed. This is an American story if not a very common one. Very few of my
contemporaries live in the same state, much less the same city, where they grew
up. Indeed my own city has grown from a leafy university town of 80,000 when
I was a boy to over a million, more than 60% of whom have come from other
states. What Americans yearn for is a sense of rootedness because we have been
on the move from the start. A famous New Yorker cartoon depicts two pilgrims
leaning over the back of the Mayflower, with one saying to the other, ‘Well, 
I came over for religious freedom, but I plan to go into real estate.’ The great
American novels are often road trips. I don’t just mean Jack Kerouac’s On the
Road or Hemingway’s travelogues but Fitzgerald’s masterpieces that chronicle
psychological journeys. From the Midwest to Long Island, the Riviera to
Hollywood, to disillusionment. We live on the road. Last year American Airlines
sent me a letter saying I had flown 4,000,000 miles on their aircraft but we
imagine that you all live in St Mary Mead.  

If these British and American attitudes and reflections separate us, there is 
one habit that unites us. We come together in our shared devotion to the rule
of law. American fantasies about continuity and British fears of the new are
united in the principal method by which our two societies have chosen to
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achieve stability in the course of change – the reliance on law. It is here that
will be found a truly enduring special relationship – not to each other but to
something we share. This, perhaps surprisingly to many of you, brings me 
to the wars on terror.  

If the British public and its politicians can be faulted with unfairly blaming
Tony Blair over the legality of the war in Iraq, the American government has
done much to damage our relationship with Britain in its management of the
wars on terror and this has principally been because we have distorted and
shunned the rule of law. It is a mystery to me why the Bush Administration
kicked away the most important support it could have by ignoring the
relationship between strategy and law that is so fundamental for 21st century
democracies, and by refusing to reform the legal basis for our actions against
terrorists. After all, the rule of law is what we are fighting for in the wars
against terror. Terrorism itself is best defined as the use of violence to prevent
people from doing what they have a lawful right to do. Having said that, I am
encouraged that the Obama administration sees things differently, that it has
sought to buttress the rule of law in constitutional and international affairs.
This can be dramatically observed in the recent action by the UN Security
Council regarding Libya that authorizes for the first time the use of armed
force to interdict attack by states on their own civilians. It’s notable, I believe,
that the British were critical to the passage of this resolution and were a
bridge between the US position and that of France. This, less surprisingly,
brings me to the future.  

Writing in The New York Times, a reviewer characterized my last book as, 
and I quote, ‘a manifesto for a new Atlanticism – not just a reassertion but 
a reinvention of a dominant role of a trans-Atlantic alliance’.  And, more
recently, a hostile critic of mine wrote, ‘As power ostensibly shifts to the 
East, a counterpoise to dismay is sought in a periodic ballyhooing of the
‘trans-Atlantic alliance’ as in Philip Bobbitt’s [work].’  

What did I propose? Among other things I suggested a joint declaration of
strategic doctrine by the US, a global power, and the European Union, the
one umbrella state that has a functioning market in sovereignty. I said it was
crucial that these emerging market states cooperate in tackling transnational
issues and the pursuit of humane policies. Because the international order
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derives from the constitutional order of states, an exemplary US and EU, a
kind of G2 as it were, that permitted overlapping memberships in their trading
groups would in themselves be a positive step towards the way the world
should be governed. As Zbigniew Brzezinski has observed, the economic and
military strength of the Atlantic community makes it the gravitational center
of world affairs. NATO nations together account for 63% of the world’s 
GDP, and over 77% of the world’s military spending. A G2 would not be a
formal body but an energizing force in expanding NATO and reviving the 
UN. It would correct for the American tendency toward unilateralism and 
the European tendency toward introversion and fragmentation. If it is true, 
as my late Father remarked, ‘to make a man trustworthy, you first have to
trust him’ then a G2 could provide both emerging market states, the US and
the European Union, with partners that each could rely upon to complement
its strengths. Both are democracies, both have convertible currencies, both are
market economies and, above all, both faced the same sort of peril in war,
although Europeans may have to suffer a significant attack to be persuaded 
of this.  

Here let me close with a remark by Lord Keynes, no sentimental admirer of 
all things American. He wrote, ‘Separate economic blocs and all the friction
and loss of friendship they must bring with them, are expedients to which 
one may be driven in a hostile world, but it is surely crazy to prefer that.
Avoiding this is plainly an essential condition of the world’s best hope in
Anglo-American understanding. It would be only too easy for us to walk
apart. I beg those who look askance at these plans to ponder deeply and
responsibly where it is they think they want to go.’

My Bryant lecture tonight is entitled, ‘Why Men Don’t Like to Talk about
Relationships’. I did wonder what sort of audience I would get. What I had 
in mind was that things go fine in relationships until we try to unpack them –
like boys taking apart a cat to see what makes it purr. The list of assumptions
and expectations we have about each other always fall short of our
expressions.  

‘Why do you love me?’ ‘Because you’re so…reliable.’ 
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‘Do you ever think about that girl you almost married in college?’ ‘Well, she
was 22 the last time I saw her. Of course I think about her.’ 

‘It’s too bad my Father never trusted you but I’m sure he thought no man
was good enough for me.’

Men realize that conversations like this are best avoided altogether. If the
relationship seems to be working, then analyzing it can be counter-productive.
It may even show us at our worst – trying to measure what we get out of it
all – just to see that our partner is getting less.  

When Edward Heath became Prime Minister, one of his first acts was
to question his chiefs of intelligence about information-sharing with the
Americans. He suggested that the UK was turning over too much to the 
US. His head of GCHQ quickly disabused him of this idea. The Americans
provided the equipment and gave a good deal more than they got. Without
them the UK would have far less capable electronic collection capabilities. 
If that’s true, said Heath, then why do they do it? What’s in it for the
Americans? ‘They need someone to talk to,’ he was told.  

We do need someone to talk to. Both of us, even if our accents can
sometimes grate or the things we say to each other are things neither 
wants to hear.  

The special relationship is unique because it is built out of history  – not 
out of affinity or even the calculation of self interest – in that it is like our
commitment to law. Law is most effective when it is consonant with our
cultural predispositions and when it efficiently serves our interests. But there 
is far more to the rule of law – the ‘thrilling Anglo American tradition’ as
Henry Hart called it – than effectiveness. It is the stuff out of which our
commitments are made and carried out.  

Just as Auden put it in a poem called Law Like Love I might describe the
special relationship.  

Like love we don’t know where or why,
Like love we can’t compel or fly,
Like love we often weep,
Like love we seldom keep.
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If the most successful individual is one who sees himself as others see him,
then the most successful relationships consist of those who see each other 
as each sees himself. I hope I have contributed to some degree, however
modest, to such reflections.  
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